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Life skills Program
This course deals with the dynamics of personality development and then proceeds to guide students in comparing
themselves to the ideal so that they become more aware of their personality shortcomings. Activities are also meant
to deepen their self-realization and self-awareness as they reﬂect on their existing value, attitude and belief system,
their life philosophy, paradigms and perceptions and then discover how all these inﬂuence their present behavior,
success and career. These activities are expected to facilitate paradigm shift, unloading of mental and emotional
bondages and adopting healthy coping mechanisms. Unpleasant experiences are processed such that the participant is able to perceive them positively, learn from them and turn them into learning, meaningful, purifying and life
changing experiences that will result in a complete transformation in their lives.
The Life Skills Program (PEP) is designed to guide and orient students into eﬀective and exceptional communicators
nurture and develop winning personalities eventually leading them to become dynamic and socially responsible
leaders. It is of utmost importance for students to excel, learn and develop their communication and leadership skills
to achieve success in the corporate world as the basic skills and knowledge required for a particular job proﬁle in a
corporate and professional environment remains the same. The program is designed to focus particularly in this
aspect. Today’s corporate are looking towards various ways of diﬀerentiating between “continuously employable
students” and “just-do-the-job students” and the biggest diﬀerentiating factor in that aspect is the holistic personality of each and every student. The program helps to develop these kinds of personalities that will determine the
perception of delivering from day one, in the minds of the corporate.

Life Skills Aspects
Communication Skills

Language Proficiency

Boardroom genius

PEN is mightier than the SWORD

Presentation Skills

Power the Precision – Key to corporate glory

Conversation Skills (Debates)

The entire world’s a stage

The entire world’s a stage

Lifestyle Active Program
The most comprehensive approach to ﬁtness education involves the use of concept-based ﬁtness and wellness
education. The focus of this concept-based model will be on the students’ knowledge and understanding of physical
activity, physical ﬁtness, and wellness. The students will be involved in physical activity experiences that emphasize
both how and why physical ﬁtness and wellness are important.
Physical ﬁtness signiﬁes the body’s ability to work eﬃciently and eﬀectively during working hours and at leisure
time. A physically ﬁt person is someone who will remain healthy and lead an active lifestyle. Also being physically ﬁt
allows a person to safeguard his/her body against diseases, and live a longer healthier life (Lund & Tannehill, 2010).
Students will develop the skills necessary to measure their own ﬁtness and physical activity. Students will also maintain regular participation in physical activity and analyze and evaluate their level of involvement in physical activity.

Need for Health Management
As time goes by for managers, the stress of work coupled with chair bound long hours, indulgence in excessive tea/coﬀee drinking, smoking and drinking, the stress and pressures of family life are likely to take their toll. This is
evident from an early burn out of present day managers and in some cases leading to severe health issues.
The above aspects necessitate the need to understand the importance of Health Management as “Prevention is
better than Cure”. The compromise on health to acquire wealth will in due course lead to expenditure of wealth to
regain health. It is here, that the Life Style Active program comes into play to introduce the students to the need
and art of leading a healthy lifestyle. The activities here introduce the students to the importance and relevance of
every activity – be it Endurance, Strength, Flexibility or Personal Physical Activity Programs.
To make the whole experience as fun and learning culminating into the ultimate test of physical ﬁtness, the students
are divided into groups who compete with each other in all games. This not only enhances their physical performance, but also introduces them to various games with their rules and regulations while simultaneously contributing
towards team building and enhancing their competitive spirit – an aspect which will help them represent their
employer and participate in corporate games.

Guiding Philosophy
• Engage in lifetime physical activities of suﬃcient intensity and duration to maximize health beneﬁts.
• Learn why it is important to develop and maintain adequate levels of physical activity/ﬁtness.
• Develop knowledge base and skills necessary to plan and execute personal activity programs.

Fitness Education Goals
• To prepare and motivate students to engage in physical activity throughout their life.
• To provide opportunities for students to develop healthy habits while gaining an appreciation for its
importance throughout life.

Guiding Theme
In order to attain physical ﬁtness, one has to concentrate on and improve these ﬁve basic components of
physical ﬁtness:
• Cardiovascular Endurance - The eﬃciency and capability of the heart to supply oxygen and nutrients to tissues.
• Muscular Strength - The amount of force or strength that the muscles can pick up and exert at a time.
• Muscular Endurance - The ability of the muscles to undergo repeated contractions.
• Body Composition - The ratio of body fat to body lean mass.
• Flexibility - The ability of the muscles and joints to move through their full range of motion.

Benefits of Physical Fitness
The immediate and long-term beneﬁts of a concepts-based ﬁtness education program are:
• Enhanced Appearance - A ﬁtness program can help detoxify your body and also tone your skin and body.
• Improved immune system - A ﬁtness program can help improve your immune system, helping safeguard your body
from infections and diseases.
• Self Conﬁdence - A ﬁtness program can improve appearance and make a person feel more conﬁdent.
• Strengthen Bones - A ﬁtness program that includes walking, jogging, and weight training can strengthen bones
(Lund & Tannehill, 2010).

Aspects of Lifestyle Active Program
Endurance

On the way to conquer the corporate space

Strength

Lifting the expectations of the world

Flexibility

Bend it like no one

Sports and Games (Handball)

Looking up with high hopes and expectations

Sports and Games (Throw Ball)

Girl Power – Throwing the worries away

Sports and Games (Kho - Kho)

Catch me if YOU can

Sports and Games (Volley Ball)

Team Spirit at its best

Sports and Games (Table Tennis)

The Ping Pong strategy for future Managers – Table toppers
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